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ABSTRACT

My thesis analyzes the critical and pioneering role that Katherine Dreier, Juliana
Force, and other New York-based female cultural promoters played in advancing the
education, acceptance, and appreciation of modern art in America. By illuminating the
strategies these women used to accomplish their objectives to support contemporary
artists and demystify modern art to the public, as well as elucidating the barriers they
overcame as women driving for change in a male-dominated society, I seek to answer
the fundamental questions of how and why women were able to play such a central role
in creating the canon of modern art in this era, when they were excluded from so many
other areas of business and culture. As formidable women with the courage to act on
their steadfast conviction that the best of modern art need fostering, I argue that as
females, they were uniquely positioned to advocate for a type of art viewed as
derivative in comparison to older academic works by European artists championed by
male scholars, institutions, and collectors. The objective of my thesis is to reclaim the
valuable work of women who made vital contributions to the development of modern
art in our country. At a transitional time in history, women made a disproportionate
impact that continues to bear significance, as the artists they promoted are firmly
enshrined in America’s most prominent institutions, sacralized in scholarship, and
cemented into the art historical canon today.
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INTRODUCTION
The avant-garde artwork presented in the Armory Show of 1913 was assailed by
critics and mocked by the public as shocking, scandalous, disruptive, and degrading.
Yet, the 1929 opening of the Museum of Modern Art, which featured works by the
same modern artists, was heralded among the press, public, art authorities, and even
President Franklin D. Roosevelt as a bastion of civilization that would undoubtedly
“enrich and invigorate the nation’s cultural life.” 1
A hole in the scholarship currently exists in the narrative of modern art in America
between the landmark events of the Armory Show and the establishment of MoMA.
However, in these intervening years, intentional tactics were used to foster the
development of modern art, educate the public, and cultivate a resounding sense of
acceptance and appreciation for progressive art by contemporary artists. While much ink
has been spilled highlighting the impact of Armory on the formal practice of American
artists, the dealers and collectors who promoted them and their strategies for building
credence for their work has been relegated to a mere footnote in the art historical record.
Moreover, it is significant to note that women made a disproportionate impact as the
forward-thinking benefactors to acquire and promote the work of modern artists.
My thesis analyzes the critical and pioneering role that Katherine Dreier, Juliana
Force, and other New York-based female cultural promoters played in advancing the
education, acceptance, and appreciation of modern art in America. By illuminating the
strategies these women used to accomplish their objectives to support contemporary

Franklin D. Roosevelt, “Only Where Men Are Free Can the Arts Flourish and the Civilization of
National Culture Reach Full Flower,” Radio Dedication of the Museum of Modern Art, New York City,
May 10, 1939, in Franklin D. Roosevelt, Samuel I. Rosenman, and William D. Hassett, The Public Papers
of the Presidents of the United States (New York: Random House, 1941), 336.
1
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artists and demystify modern art to the public and elucidating the barriers they
overcame as women driving for change in a male-dominated society, I will seek to
answer the fundamental questions of how and why women were able to play such a
central role in creating the canon of modern art in this era, when they were excluded
from so many other areas of business and culture. As formidable women with the
courage to act on their steadfast conviction that the best of modern art need fostering, I
argue that as females, they were uniquely positioned to advocate for a type of art viewed
as derivative in comparison to older academic works by European artists championed by
male scholars, institutions, and collectors.2 The objective of my thesis is to reclaim the
valuable work of women who made vital contributions to the development of modern
art in our country. At a transitional time in history, women made a disproportionate
impact that continues to bear significance, as the artists they promoted are firmly
enshrined in America’s most prominent institutions, sacralized in scholarship, and
cemented into the art historical canon today.
My theoretical basis is rooted in a multidisciplinary approach through the lenses of
the history of collecting, museology, patronage, as well as gender analysis. The dynamic
and multifaceted strategies Katherine Dreier and Juliana Force employed to advance
modern art defies easy categorization. Therefore, a uniquely nuanced theoretical
approach that eschews the dominant narrative of an artistic-centric art history that has
historically neglected them represents the most fitting strategy for this analysis.
My broad scope of addressing the origins, evolution, and reception of both

2

Malcolm Goldstein, Landscape with Figures: A History of Art Dealing in the United States (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2000), 188.

2

European and American modern art in America serves as one possible limitation of my
analysis. At the same time, the ample crossover stemming an increasing globalized
world, due in part to expatriate artists fleeing the ravages of a war-torn Europe to
escape to the United States, renders it imperative to analyze both traditions
simultaneously.

3

LITERATURE REVIEW AND METHODOLOGY

My thesis, an analysis of the critical and pioneering role that women played in
advancing the early acceptance and appreciation of modern art in America, draws upon
an array of art historical scholarship from various lenses including feminist revisionism,
biographical chronicles of my subjects, and broader surveys of the emergence of
modernism in the United States.
The very impetus for my thesis is fueled by the lacuna in scholarship
surrounding the critical underlying questions of how and why women supported avantgarde art in the first few decades of the twentieth century and thereby, wielded such a
disproportionate impact in shaping the canon of modern art in America in an epoch in
which they were barred or belittled in the realms of business, commerce, and culture.
The period of my analysis, 1913 to 1929, has been overshadowed by scholars who
jump from the watershed Armory Show to the establishment of MoMA, without
considering the critical players who helped to transform the perception of modern art
from shocking spectacle to desirable collectable in these intervening years. In order to
fill the holes of the scholarly discourse, I will draw from a patchwork of disciplines
within art history to reinsert these women in their rightful place in the art historical
discourse.
The rise of feminist scholarship in the 1970s stimulated a trend in the literature
over the ensuing decades to look back at history with fresh eyes and unearth the untold
stories and unsung legacies of women. Biographies of my female subjects provide a
helpful baseline to understand the background of these women, the barriers they faced,
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and the tactics they employed, but these chronological narratives lack a depth of critical
analysis.
Key sources on Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney and Juliana Force include
Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney: A Biography by B. H. Friedman and Avis Berman’s
book, Rebels on Eighth Street: Juliana Force and the Whitney Museum of American Art.
Friedman’s monograph, which is considered the first and seminal biography on Gertrude
Vanderbilt Whitney, is referenced in nearly all scholarship that addresses her. While
Friedman presents an exhaustive chronology of Whitney’s almost daily activities, the
source’s true value lies in the primary source material referenced, especially the
contemporary critical reception surrounding the Whitney Studio Club that elucidates the
immense role that Juliana played. In Rebels on Eighth Street, Avis Berman presents a
biographical account of Juliana Force’s life. By drawing upon a wealth of primary
source material, such as private correspondence that Force wrote on Whitney’s behalf to
artists, journalists, and other directors and dealers, she makes a case for Force as the
verve and dynamic workhorse behind the various iterations of Gertrude Vanderbilt
Whitney’s eponymous arts organizations, which she worked for throughout her thirtyfive years of employment to Whitney. In general, the myriad of personal primary source
documents, such as correspondence and diaries, that all these biographies draw upon
offered intimate insight into the lives of my subjects and pointed me to additional
archival sources to investigate.
In 1984, the Yale University Art Gallery produced an extensive catalogue
raisonné on Katherine Dreier’s bequest of the 1,020-work art collection that she and
Marcel Duchamp assembled on behalf of the Société Anonyme. Although the majority
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of the tome presents cataloguing information for each work in the collection, the
“Introduction” represents the first thorough account of Katherine Dreier’s impetus and
tactics to acquire works by artists embodying the most innovative creative impulses of
modernism in the early twentieth century. The catalogue published in 2006 for the
inaugural traveling exhibition of works in Dreier’s bequest, Société Anonyme:
Modernism for America, includes scholarly essays that present a refreshing
reassessment to the treatment of Katherine Dreier as a mere footnote to the infamous
Duchamp in prior scholarship on Société Anonyme, which is evidenced in Eleanor S.
Apter’s chapter, “Regimes of Coincidence: Katherine S. Dreier, Marcel Duchamp, and
Dada,” in Women in Dada: Essays on Sex, Gender, and Identity and New York Dada:
1915-1923 by Francis M. Naumann. The scholarly essays in this publication
cumulatively convey how Dreier truly represented the redoubtable organizer and
devoted spirit behind her fervent crusade to assimilate modern art into American life.
The strand of feminist revisionism scholarship that emanated from the rise of
women, gender, and sexuality studies as an art historical methodology in the 1970s has
illuminated the valuable work of women and helped to solidify their presence in the
annals of art history. Many of these texts serve as helpful resources to contextualize and
reclaim the previously overlooked narratives of my subjects. Kathleen McCarthy's book,
Women's Culture: American Philanthropy and Art: 1890-1930 is universally regarded
as one of the first books to set up a frame of reference that singles out women and
analyzes their role throughout history in shaping and promoting the arts and dictating
trends and markets. Her chapter, “Women and the Avant-Garde,” charts the roles female
have played in promoting avant-garde from Gertrude Stein to the founding of MoMA,
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while the chapter dedicated entirely to Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney presents a lengthy,
detailed chronicle of her life within the cultural context of the 1920s “New Woman.”
While one limitation exists in McCarthy’s exclusive focus on institutional contributions,
her discussion of the difference between the male and female approach to supporting
arts organizations, which was often dictated by gender expectations of the epoch,
provides a helpful framework that I can likewise apply to my subjects. In Lois Palken
Rudnick’s chapter, “Modernizing Women: The New Woman & American Modernism,”
in American Women Modernists: The Legacy of Robert Henri, 1910-1945, she not only
discusses the significant role women played in development of modernism in early
twentieth-century America, but thoroughly contextualizes the women within the
political, social and cultural urban, upper-class milieu common to each of them. The
emphasis on historical contextualization, survey of multiple women at once, and
consideration of women that support the arts in the broader context of female
progressives and social activists renders this source invaluable.
In comparison to the biographical accounts, scholarship related to the
development of modern art in America, such as How, When, and Why Modern Art Came
to New York by Marius de Zayas and Francis M. Naumann, provides a deeper critical
analysis and more holistic socio-political and economic context than the narrative
chronologies. But the limitations of this scholarship emanate from the primary focus on
the trajectory of an artist-centric art history, as opposed to the dealers, collectors, and
institutions that nurtured, promoted, or financially supported their practice. Furthermore,
these texts primarily address these women in a perfunctory manner or belittle their
impact. For example, in Malcom Goldstein’s Landscape with Figures: A History of
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Dealing in the United States, he noted that Katherine Dreier’s efforts with Société
Anonyme were “too early to make a major impact on the art life of the nation.” 3 He
refers to countless forward-thinking male dealers as visionaries, but disparages the
discerning eye and prescient support of avant-garde artists in discussions of Dreier.
Because my topic is bookended by two events universally cited as the most
significant moments in the development of modern art in our country, the Armory Show
of 1913 and the founding of MoMA in 1929, the profusion of scholarship dedicated to
these events will be helpful to set the stage for my area of interest. A comparison of the
public reception of the Armory Show versus MoMA’s opening will be particularly
helpful to gauge how the efforts of my subjects transformed the perception of modern
art during this period. The most comprehensive tome on the Armory Show was
published by the New York Historical Society on the occasion of the centennial
exhibition, The Armory Show at 100: Modernism and Revolution. The catalogue
includes essays by over thirty scholars contextualizing the show and analyzing its
impact. In addition to numerous biographies about Abby Aldrich Rockefeller, which
help to explain the impetus for the museum’s founding, such as Bernice Kert’s Abby
Aldrich Rockefeller: The Woman in the Family and Mary Ellen Chase’s Abby Aldrich
Rockefeller, Art in Our Time: A History of MoMA, edited by Glen Lowry, represents the
most comprehensive history of the museum. Ample historical photographs, letters, and
documents chronicle the modern art scene in New York prior to the opening and the
planning of the museum among Lillie P. Bliss, Abby Aldridge Rockefeller, Mary
Sullivan and their early board members.

3

Goldstein, Landscape with Figures, 188.
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The final subset of sources I draw upon stem from related subjects in art history
that provide insightful methodologies I can apply to my topic. For example, in
Christoph Greenberg’s 1994 Ph.D. dissertation for the University of London, “The
Politics of Presentation: The Museum of Modern Art,” he describes how MoMA
became the archetypal modern art museum by selling the idea of modern art to a wide
public through the physical configuration of the galleries and “white cube” interior
design. The innovative display methods, oftentimes in the form of a homey domestic
interior, in which women dealers presented modern art to the public marked a sagacious
strategy they used to help the public feel more comfortable with artwork first regarded
as shocking, radical, and alien. Jennifer Pfeifer Shircliff’s University of Louisville
Doctoral Dissertation, “Women of the 1913 Armory Show: Their Contributions to the
Development of American Modern Art,” not only sets the stage for my topic by
illuminating some of the female financial backers, show organizers, and art collectors
who continued to represent major players during my period of inquiry, but also
provides a helpful exemplar for how to reclaim the role of women in the execution of
this groundbreaking event. By drawing upon meeting minutes, invoices, and loan
contracts, Shircliff goes beyond merely outlining historically-entrenched associations of
women and the arts, but reveals they were spearheading the business of defining
cultural taste.
The totality of secondary scholarship related to the development of modern art in
America, biographies of my subjects, feminist revisionist texts, and literature addressing
parallel topics with nuanced methodologies I applied cumulatively serves to set the
stage for my research and provide insight into where I can add to the art historical
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discourse. The methodology I utilize combines a biographical approach, informed by
the dominant mode of secondary scholarship written in this manner about my subjects,
and archival research, guided by what I unearthed in the archives of historic press
clippings, diaries, correspondence, and other museum and gallery records.
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CHAPTER 1: CONTEXTUAL BASIS
Throughout the scholarly discourse on modern art, art historians routinely cite the
1913 International Exhibition of Modern Art, or Armory Show, as the introduction of
modernism in America that culminated at the opening of the Museum of Modern Art in
1929.4 Barbara Haskell’s statement that the Armory commenced a “valorization of the
new,” which was codified by the establishment MoMA in 1929, typifies the tendency of
scholars to jump between events without considering the tireless efforts of those that
contributed to the transformation of modern art from spectacle to acceptable in the
intervening years.5 For example, in his forward to the anthology of lectures Katherine
Dreier delivered at Yale in 1948, Charles Sawyer, Dean of Yale’s School of Fine Arts
explains that “Without the pioneer exhibitions and other activities which Miss Dreier and
her associates sponsored in the 1920's, the favorable response to the extraordinary
activity of the Museum of Modern Art a decade later would scarcely have been
possible.”6 Katherine Dreier and Juliana Force laid the groundwork for both MoMA as
an institution and the modern art within its walls to be heralded as it was come 1929,
therefore it is only through an illumination of their indefatigable work that the narrative
of modern art in America can truly be told. By using the paradigm of the 1913 Armory
Show and 1929 opening of MoMA as bookends, I aim to reinsert these women in their
rightful place in the historical record.

The Armory Show’s name derives from the exhibition’s location in the 69th Regiment Armory
drill hall on Lexington Avenue between 25th and 26th Streets.
5
Barbara Haskell, “Legacy: The Legacy of the Armory Show: Fiasco or Transformation, in The
Armory Show at 100: Modernism and Revolution, ed. Marilyn S. Kushner, Kimberly Orcutt, and Casey
Nelson Blake (New York: New York Historical Society, 2013), 408.
6
Charles Sawyer, “Forward” in Katherine S. Dreier, James Johnson Sweeney and Naum Gabo,
Three Lectures on Modern Art (New York: Philosophical Library, 1949), vi.
4
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As the definition of “modernism” has evolved since its advent, it is imperative to first
establish a working definition for which I will hinge my analysis. While the term
“modernism” encompasses an ideological and political position, in art it is often used
today in a temporal sense to describe artwork created between the 1880s to the 1940s. 7
During the late nineteenth century, the term “modern” came into use to describe artists
that rejected the academic conventions and art historical precedents of realism and
pushed the boundaries of their practice to new creative expressions.” 8 Avant-garde artists
began synthesizing the New Spirit” zeitgeist of their rapidly changing modern societies
— the irrevocable advancements in technology, manufacturing, and transportation at the
turn of the century —into novel vernaculars that reflecting the deep psychological effects
of living in a world undergoing constant transformations. A 1916 Boston newspaper
article illuminates how even the most articulate critics grappled with defining the new
developments in art. The writer queries:
What is modernism? The universal genii that somebody has let out of the
magician’s bottle, and that now pervades the air, never to be reduced back and
corked up again. Expression is the word that sums up its meaning…Intensive,
subjective expression..chaffing at the old and now mostly meaningless academic
convention is the restless underlying force responsible for the new and strange
manifestations at every hand.9
The struggle to define modern art illuminates its radicality and underscores why such a
critical need existed for someone to educate the public about the meaning of these
unprecedented creative expressions.

7
For example, auction houses, such as Christie’s and Bonhams, delineates modern art
As the late-19th and early-20th-century art movements through WWI, as “Post-War” marks the next
category in the chronology of specialist departments.
8
Goldstein, Landscape with Figures, 95.
9
“New York Art and Gallery News: Modernist Art in Vanguard of Season’s Shows,” The
Christian Science Monitor, Boston, September 29, 1916.
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Prior to Armory, the arts landscape in America was characterized by commercial and
institutional disdain for native and progressive art. Museums and private collections
reflected the prevailing taste for European Old Master paintings, arts education trained
students to pastiche formulaic landscapes and portrait tropes, and very few galleries
exhibited works by living artists, especially American artists, who were viewed as
derivative.10 As American artist, Everett Shinn, later recalled, “Art galleries of that
time were more like funeral parlors wherein the cadavers were displayed in
their sumptuous coffins.”11 In an epoch prior to frequent transatlantic travel and color
reproductions, the majority of Americans were unaware of modern art developments in
Europe.12
The 1913 International Exhibition of Modern Art is unanimously referred to by art
historians as the most monumental exhibition to take place in American history because it
represented the first introduction of European avant-garde artists to the American
public.13 The show was the brainchild of The Association of American Painters and

10
The longstanding tradition of the Grand Tour informed collecting preferences. Wealthy young
men to consummate their education by traveling around France and Italy to garner a deepened arts
connoisseurship and refined dexterity for foreign languages. Throughout their sojourns, the gentleman
sought “souvenirs,” such as a painting of the Grand Canal by Canaletto, prints of notable architectural sites
and ruins by Giovanni Battista Piranesi, and classical marble and bronze statuary to display in their homes
to flaunt their newfound erudition and worldliness. The collections of notable Gilded Age collectors, such
as Henry Clay Frick, Andrew Mellon, and Pierpont Morgan, reinforce that European paintings in the
classical tradition represented the aspirational taste for art during this period.
11
Everett Shinn, quoted in Arts Magazine Yearbook: 1957 (New York: The Art Digest Inc., 1957),
75.
12
Avis Berman, "Creating a New Epoch: American Collectors and Dealers and the Armory
Show,” in The Armory Show at 100, 408.
13
Treatment of Armory as a watershed moment in America’s cultural history has persisted since
the opening. John Quinn, the legal advisor to the show, delivered an address at the opening that illuminates
how the organizers were acutely aware of the historic import of the show they planned. Quinn asserted that
the show was to be “epoch making in the history of American art” and the opening would prove a “redletter night in the history of not only American but of all modern art.” John Quinn, quoted in Milton W.
Brown, American Painting from the Armory Show to the Depression (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1955), 43.; This narrative has endured throughout the scholarship, as Malcom Goldstein describes
Armory as an “epochal,” “eye-opening revelation,” and the “most lengthily described and carefully
documented art event in American history.” Goldstein, Landscape with Figures, 117, 109 & 105.; Avis
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Sculptors (AAPS), an organization of young, progressive-minded artists frustrated by the
stronghold the establishment galleries and the National Academy of Design held over
exhibiting and sales opportunities for artists working solely in a conservative, academic
tradition.14 The AAPS conceptualized, marketed, and fundraised for the show, as well as
selected the artists invited to submit works and secure loans from dealers, artists, and
private collectors. With an objective to display recent developments in art, generate
public visibility and sales for progressive artists, and “shake up the esthetic consciousness
of the nation,” they ultimately orchestrated an exhibition of 1,400 artworks by 304
artists.15
For a public accustomed to representational art, the initial confrontation with the
multiple simultaneous perspectives of Cubism, brash colors of Fauvism, psychologically
charged allegories of Symbolism, and seemingly unnatural forms of non-objective art at

Berman maintains it was the “most important art event ever held in America” that “forever transformed
course of American art” due to the challenged it posed against traditions conventions that considered
“mimetic representation of nature the ultimate goal of the creative artist.” Avis Berman, Rebels on Eighth
Street: Juliana Force and the Whitney Museum of American Art (New York: Atheneum, 1990), 100-101.
14
Albeit the AAPS was an all-male organization, Jennifer Pfeifer Shircliff’s doctoral dissertation,
“Women of the 1913 Armory Show: Their Contributions to the Development of American Modern”
revealed the prodigious impact that women played as organizers, financiers, lenders, and buyers that
supported the show’s success. Jennifer Pfeifer Shircliff, "Women of the 1913 Armory Show: Their
Contributions to the Development of American Modern Art." PhD diss., University of Louisville, 2014.
Furthermore, Christine I. Oaklander traces the inception for the Armory Show to Clara Potter Davidge’s
Madison Art Gallery. As Founding Director of the Madison Gallery (1909-1912), she organized 34
exhibitions of living American artists, including Walt Kuhn, William Glackens, and George Bellows, and
established the gallery as a social gathering place for progressive-minded artists, poets, writers, musicians,
politicians and society people. Oaklander points to the founding of AAPS during a meeting in her gallery
on December 19, 1911, the organization’s use of her gallery as a headquarters for the first year, and the fact
that twelve out of the sixteen charter members had exhibited at her gallery to assert that Clara Davidge
directly inspired the “single most important exhibition in the history of American art.” Christine I.
Oaklander, "Clara Davidge's Madison Art Gallery: Sowing The Seed for The Armory Show," Archives of
American Art Journal 36, no. 3/4 (1996): 20, 26, & 29.
15
Goldstein, Landscape with Figures, 106.; Marius de Zayas, a Mexican artist and curator who
attended Armory, explained that only ten percent of the artworks were considered “modern” and one third
were by European artists. Yet, it was the European modernists, such as Duchamp, Matisse, and Cezanne,
who garnered the majority of the headlines, albeit primarily scathing, and subsequent attention in the art
historical scholarship about the event. Marius de Zayas, How, When, and Why Modern Art Came to New
York, edited by Francis M. Naumann (Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press, 1996), 42.
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Armory elicited reactions of utter shock, confusion, and disdain.16 Moreover, jingoist
critics framed these novel expressions as the poisonous manifestations of anarchy that
presenting a threat to Americans. For example, one New York Times critic lambasted the
exhibition as a “general movement to disrupt and degrade, if not to destroy, not only art,
but literature and society, too.”17 The foreboding treatise, Bolshivism In Art, AndIits
Propagandists, published in 1924 under the pseudonym “Veritas,” exemplifies the
xenophobic position of American art critics. In a book penned for an audience of “our
patriotic Educators and leading Citizens,” the ambiguous writer equates the modern
artist’s banner to burn the past as “pure Bolshevism” that bore the lethal defects of
“softening brains,” “poisoning minds,” and “endangering the healthy evolution of art
towards real greatness.”18
The resounding hostility towards modernism stemmed from the cultural, political, and
social context of nativism resulting from the influx of immigrants from eastern and
southern Europe into the United States throughout the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. This triggered the perception of modernism as an abomination of rules and
traditions and foreign cultural evil among Americans who pointed to current events
ranging from the anarchist assassinations of the Spanish prime minister in 1897, the
Bolshevik Revolution in 1917, and the murder trial of Sacco and Vanzetti as evidence of

Dickran Tashjian, “A Big Cosmic Force: Katherine S. Dreier and the Russian/Soviet AvantGarde” in Société Anonyme: Modernism for America, ed. Jennifer R. Gross (New Haven: Yale University
Press in association with the Yale University Art Gallery, 2006). I accessed this book through a digitized
copy provided by Yale. This version did not list page numbers; therefore, I will not cite page numbers for
this book throughout the remainder of my citations.; Berman, Rebels on Eighth Street, 270.
17
The New York Times, 1913, quoted in Allan Antliff, Anarchist Modernism: Art, Politics, and
the First American Avant-Garde (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001), 48.
18
Veritas, Bolshivism In Art, And Its Propagandists (New York: Veritas Publishing Co., 1924),
46.
16

15

the threat that foreign influences posed. 19 As Daniel H. Borus elucidates in his essay on
the Armory Show’s transformation of American culture for the centennial exhibition at
The New York Historical Society, the antipathy towards modernism went beyond mere
criticism of the subject matter, technique, and aesthetic qualities. He explained that
viewers considered it a “harbinger for dramatic social change and cultural
transformation” that would “imperil social organization and morality.” 20
The sensation Armory created permeated all echelons of society and was viewed by
more than 87,000 visitors during its one-month run in New York alone, plus 188,650 in
Chicago, and 14,500 in Boston.21 Novelist Carl Van Vechten, who was deeply involved
in Parisian and New York avant-garde cultural circles, observed that “It was the first, and
possibly the last, exhibition of paintings held in New York which everybody attended.
Everybody went and everybody talked about it.”22 He further expanded on how art
permeated society by describing how “Street-car conductors asked for your opinion of
the Nude Descending a Staircase, as they asked you for your nickel. Elevator boys
grinned about Matisse’s La Madras Rouge, Picabia’s La Danse à la Source, and
Brancusi’s Mademoiselle Pogany, as they lifted you to the twenty-third floor. Ladies you
met at dinner found Archipenko’s sculpture very amusing, but was it art?” 23 In a 1913

19

Richard H. Love and Carl William Peters, Carl W. Peters: American Scene Painter from
Rochester to Rockport (Rochester: University of Rochester Press, 1999), 1.
20
Daniel H. Borus, “The Armory Show and The Transformation of America Culture, in The
Armory Show at 100, 115.
21
Marilyn Satin Kushner, “A Century of the Armory Show: Modernism and Myth, in The Armory
Show at 100, 116.
22
Carl Van Vechten, Peter Whiffle: His Life and Works (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1922), 123.
23
Van Vechten, Peter Whiffle, 123.; Walt Kuhn, a painter and AAPS secretary, corroborated Van
Vechten’s statement about the diversity of viewers in his reflection that “students, teachers, brain
specialists, the exquisite, the vulgar, from all works of life they came…Actors, musicians, butlers, and
shopgirls all joined in the pandemonium.” Walt Kuhn, The Story of the Armory Show, 1938, quoted in de
Zayas, How, When, and Why Modern Art Came to New York, 44.
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New York Globe article, Hutchins Hapgood pointed to the average American’s newfound
fascination with art and the proliferation of newspaper columns that covered the show to
assert that “Art has suddenly become a matter of important news...there is a surprising
amount of curiosity and even stronger feeling about new and strange tendencies and
experiments in art. Post-Impressionism, as it is called, has something of the same appeal
as a bullfight.”24
Furthermore, the event’s confluence with the rise of mass communication meant that
hyperbolic press coverage turned the New York exhibition into a nationwide event that
fed Americans’ hunger for sensationalism. A journalist from the New York Evening
Post’s description that “In half an hour’s visit to the Sixty-ninth Regiment Armory one
may meet with ridicule, rage, helpless questioning, and savage enthusiasm, but not with
indifference” exemplifies the spectacle that the exhibition embodied. 25 Even former
president, Theodore Roosevelt, attended, and assailed Marcel Duchamp’s Nude
Descending a Staircase by comparing it to a "Navajo rug in his bathroom,” which he said
represented a “more satisfactory and decorative picture” than what the French Dadaist
presented as artwork.26 Press articles and first-hand interviews with spectators reveal the
general sentiment that the modern art defied preconceived notions of art and presented a
threat to aesthetic and moral standards.
So how is it they we can draw a direct line between the modern artists who garnered
the most scathing criticism at Armory to those included in the inaugural exhibition of
MoMA in 1929, where the artworks and the institution exhibiting them were heralded
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among art critics, the establishment press, and the greater public as an enriching
touchstone for American culture? 27 President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s radio proclamation
of MoMA as a “citadel of civilization” furthering the noble aims of democracy provides a
stark counterpoint to the mockery his fifth cousin and fellow president expressed viewing
work by the same artists at Armory just sixteen years prior.28
Roosevelt’s statement also exemplifies the transformed perception of modern art from
shocking spectacle to an acceptable, desirable collectible in these intervening years. The
Nation art critic, Lloyd Goodrich, articulated the direct lineage of Armory to MoMA that
persists to this day. In an article reviewing the museum opening he wrote, “Just as the
great Armory Show of 1913 was the opening of a long bitter struggle for modern art in
this country, so the foundation of the new museum marks the final apotheosis of
modernism and its acceptance by respectable society.”29 Yet, this statement also
exemplifies the tendency of both the primary and secondary source scholarship to neglect
to mention to crusaders who fought the “long bitter struggle” and paved the way for
contemporary avant-garde artists to become accepted and appreciated. 30 I conjecture this
neglect stems from the identity of modern art mavericks as disproportionately female.
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Throughout the remainder of this paper, I will use Katherine Dreier and Juliana Force
as cases studies to analyze the impact women played in transforming the cultural
landscape by supporting the careers of progressive living artists and fostering an
enlightened view of their work amongst the American public.
The odds were stacked against these women, both in terms of the art they championed
and their gender. During a period in which only eight percent of women were part of the
workforce, promoting and collecting art provided a vehicle for these women to establish
independent identities, inject themselves into the male-dominant marketplace, and shape
the cultural landscape. 31 But only by situating them within the greater context of the
tradition of modernism in America and the societal forces at play outside the four walls
of their exhibition spaces, including suffragettes marching in the streets for equality,
workers vociferously demanding their rights, escalating political tensions culminating in
world wars, xenophobic prejudice towards immigrants in America, and a crippling
Depression can we grasp the heroic proportions of their impact amidst a world in flux. 32
For each women, I will elucidate their background, motivations and tactics to support
modern artists, and the legacy they left that has made an enduring impact on American
culture.
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CHAPTER 2: KATHERINE DREIER
Katherine Dreier embodied a prescient apostle of modern art who applied a
missionary zeal towards educating a diverse public about international developments in
avant-garde art and supporting the progressive contemporary artists of the period. Her
tireless efforts to organize exhibitions, lectures, and programming and amass an
encyclopedic collection that chronicled international modern art movements on behalf of
the Société Anonyme, the first modern art museum in New York, has been grossly
overlooked in the historical record.
Katherine Dreier’s biography reveals how her progressive upbringing and artistic
training set the stage for her leadership in the cultural sector later in life. Dreier was born
in September 1877 to German immigrant parents who had fled to New York after the
1848 revolutions in their country. Throughout her middle class upbringing in Brooklyn,
her family was deeply involved with the Progressive Movement social reforms, an
activist crusade to promote social welfare and counter issues of poverty, corruption, and
crime that ensued from industrialization and urbanization. Even at the ripe age of twenty
one, she held a leadership position as the Treasurer of the German Home for Recreation
of Women and Children, which is listed in a 1910 U.S. Bureau of Census report of
“Benevolent Institutions” as a refuge for homeless women and children needing
“recreation and convalescence.”33 Her proclivity to embody an agent of change, as well
as her longstanding alignment with progressive causes, both tenets deeply ingrained into
her from a young age, would continue to characterize her endeavors later in life when she
married them with her passion for art. As a crusader for social reform and participant in
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the fight for women’s suffrage, she applied the same drive and conviction to her
proselytization for modern art.
In addition to Katherine Dreier’s engagement with social reform, her interest in art
represented another facet of her life that she cultivated from a young age. While her
rigorous academic training at the Brooklyn Art School (1895-1897) and Pratt (1900) left
her feeling constrained, her first exposure to European modern artworks at German and
French galleries and personal encounter of avant-garde artists in the salon of Gertrude
and Leo Stein during her European sojourns between 1907 and 1912 marked the
inception of an unrelenting passion for vanguard art that would fuel her every endeavor
throughout the remainder of her life.
The Steins’ salon in Paris represented a cultural breeding ground of progressive ideas
and gathering place of the avant-garde across all disciplines of visual arts, theater,
literature, and poetry. It was here that Dreier was first introduced to the work of Matisse,
Picasso and other Fauvist and Cubist painters. In her book on women’s philanthropy in
the arts, Kathleen D. McCarthy argues that “the history of women’s involvement in the
avant-garde is marked by a progression from Gertrude Stein’s salon to the founding of
the Museum of Modern Art.”34 She equates the salon to a school for numerous
American female patrons, counting Etta and Claribel Cone, Mabel Dodge Luhan, and
Katherine Dreier as alumnae. But while I concur with McCarthy’s explanation of this
lineage, her cursory attention to Dreier as merely a pupil of Stein overlooks the
redoubtable courage Dreier embodied to boldly extend her support of the avant-garde
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outside the comforts of her home to a diversity of venues and a public from all walks of
life.
Dreier expresses the life-changing impact of viewing the 1912 Cologne Sonderbund
Exhibition, one of the most comprehensive shows of European modern art prior to the
First World War, by describing the experience as “stepping out of a stuffy room into a
glorious, bracing air.”35 Her response to encountering the emotionally-charged canvases
of Vincent van Gogh for the first time epitomizes her zeal that undergird her later crusade
for avant-garde art. As the first American to purchase a work by van Gogh, she not only
bought a painting, Portrait de Mlle Ravoux, but also traveled to Holland in an effort to
learn as much as possible about the artist. 36 This led to her meeting of van Gogh’s sister
and her agreement to translate the memoir of the infamous Dutchman to English. This
early experience typifies her desire to educate Americans about vanguard European
artists, as Personal Recollection of Vincent Van Gogh was the first book on the artist
published in English and one of the first biographical monographs written about a
modern artist.37
The Armory Show, which opened shortly after her return to the United States, marked
another watershed event that deepened her passion for modern art and amplified her role
as a champion for the avant-garde in America. Many of the Armory Show organizers,
such as Walter Pach, William Glackens, and John Quinn; would join her and other
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champions of the progressives, such as Walter Arensberg, Man Ray, Alfred Stieglitz, and
Marcel Duchamp; as the founding members for the Society of Independent Artists in
1916.
The organization looked to the French Salon des Indépendants and their banner of
“sans jury ni recompense” as a model to stage jury-less, reward-free exhibitions of
modern art to counter the conservatism and exclusivity of the National Academy of
Design and other establishment art institutions in the country that featured rigid selections
committees keen on preserving the status quo. Dreier’s involvement with this group
solidified her presence at the forefront of the New York avant-garde.38 It also marked the
inception of her lifelong friendship with Duchamp, a French-born artist whose painting,
Nude Descending the Staircase, received scathing reception at Armory. The vehement
reactions to the work firmly cemented his stature as the enfant terrible of the avant-garde.
Duchamp and Drier shared the same conviction about the social and spiritual powers
inherent in modern art. Moreover, they found their disparate strengths, his creative
ingenuity and international social network of the avant-garde, and her qualities of an
unwavering work ethic, organizational acumen, and nurturing sentiment towards artists
would render them the ideal compatriots to spearhead advancing the case for modern art
in America. As Ruth Bohan explains, “By pooling together their respective talents, these
two forces and strong-willed individuals accomplished more for modern art in America
during the 1920s than any of their contemporaries.” 39
Katherine Dreier’s proselytization for modern art stemmed for her ardent conviction
of its intrinsic significance as the visible manifestation of universal spiritual ideals and
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cosmic truth. She believed the modern artist’s capacity to express the “dynamic life
forces inherent in life” and “stimulate our energies and increase our vision for life” would
in turn would heal the division of a schismatic world through the universal language of
creative expression.40 Her belief in the spiritual underpinnings of modern art and her
evangelistic approach towards spreading the message of the modern artist emanated from
her personal synthesis of theosophy’s principle of a universal brotherhood, Wassily
Kandinsky’s metaphysical theories from his treatise On the Spiritual in Art, and John
Ruskin and William Morris’ marriage of aesthetics and social reform.” 41 An
understanding of her deep-rooted beliefs in progressive artists as endowed with a gift as
seekers of Truth and her perspective of the morally uplifting benefits of experiencing,
understanding, and owning modern art helps to illuminate the guiding credo that
underpinned her impetus for the Société Anonyme and her work on behalf of the
organization throughout the remainder of her life.
Dreier’s first-hand observation of the bewildered and vehement reactions to the novel
currents in art at Armory engendered her desire to bring clarity to the confusion wrought
by the show.42 In a 1948 lecture titled “Intrinsic Significance in Modern Art” that she
delivered at Yale, the final resting place of the Société Anonyme Collection, Dreier
reflected on Armory by stating, “the new ideas and forms were so foreign to most
people's vision that they did the easiest thing, which was to accuse the artists of
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charlatanism—especially those who had broken up the surface through cubic forms.” 43
Dreier made it her life’s mission from that point onward to rectify the gross
misunderstanding and vitriolic criticism surrounding modern art, which is exemplified in
critical reviews of the show, such as Kenyon Cox’s article penned for the New York
Times. Cox lambasted modern artists for defying the valuable social function of art as
anarchists attempting to overthrow all social laws.”44 He accused Cubists and Futurists
for creating an inscrutable “secret language” according to their personal caprice, instead
of fulfilling what he felt was the sole raison d’etre of the artist: to visually articulate
nature and beauty in clear representational language to be understood by all. 45
But it was precisely the social function of modern art reflecting universal truths that
surpassed geographical and linguistic boundaries that Dreier saw inherent in the new
expressions and formed her impetus for elucidating avant-garde art to the common man.
In the countless lectures Dreier delivered throughout her lifetime, she framed modern art
as the visual manifestation of universal truths and the spirit of the dynamic epoch. She
viewed modern art akin to moral yeast, due to its capacity to uplift, inspire, and revitalize
viewers to aim higher, aspire to be the best versions of themselves, and avoid
complacency and conformity to the status quo. 46 She explained that the “universal
language” modern artists created superseded temporal and national divisions, but brought
humans into a “cosmic movement which unites him in thought and feeling with groups
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throughout the world.” 47 In an age of division and conflict, from world wars to labor
strikes to xenophobia, Dreier felt called to advocate for artists and share the message of
the universal language of modern art to find common ground.
Dreier countered the claims of detractors, like Cox, who condemned modern art for
its inscrutability, by contextualizing contemporary artists within the same lineage as
venerable European Masters. She asserted that Duccio, Giotto, Leonardo da Vinci,
Michelangelo, and Rembrandt who were likewise giving visual expression to the
vibrations of their respective epoch akin to a “living flame” within them. 48 By
positioning modern art as an evolution from past masters, not a revolution, she strived to
make modern art more palatable to an American public sensitive to suggestions of
anarchy.
Lastly, Dreier retorted claims that modern artists sought disorder by explaining their
art as the expression of a new world order that resulted from the irrevocable
transformations to modern society brought about by the advent of the machine. 49 In the
book Dreier published in 1923 as a compilation of her lectures, Western Art and the New
Era: An Introduction to Modern Art, she explained that “the artist of today must give
expression to the new era the world is entering upon.”50 She used a metaphor equating
formal qualities to clothing to explain how the Italian Futurists, French and Spanish
Cubists, English Vorticists, and German and Russian Expressionists each “dressed” the
same underlying idea of the “dynamic life force,” yet this force manifested in different
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formal terms based on its outgrowth from their respective national temperaments and
traditions.51 She implored readers to look beyond the dress to unlock the true motive
power of art that beckons viewers to look higher, to look deeper—to recognize the
transcendent through items mundane as canvas and clay. Dreier viewed herself as the
missionary spreading and translating the message of modern artists, whom she considered
to be prophetic visionaries seeking new forms to express the psychic emotions of the
New Era. 52
While Armory played a crucial role to introduce modern art to an American
public previously unaware of these novel developments, the integration, acceptance, and
assimilation of modern art in America remained a quandary within the art industry and
among the broader public. 53 Following Armory, a few modern art galleries were
established in New York as a means to capitalize on the sensation of the show, including
the Daniel, Carroll, Washington Square, and Modern galleries. Yet, each embodied a
short-lived venture that folded by 1918 or 1919. 54 Dreier’s description of the New York
art scene’s relapse back into their “commonplace self-satisfaction,” of merely exhibiting
conservative art as a tragedy to “those of us who recognized that the new forms of art
were giving expression to the new ideas which were stirring the century.” 55 Her
explanation of the post-Armory landscape of the New York art industry reinforces why
she felt the need to create a new unprecedented model to bring visibility to progressive
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artists through exhibitions, educate the public through lectures, and foster a supportive
network of community among international artists bound by a common devotion to
expressing their independent vision. Thus, in 1920, Dreier, Duchamp, and Man Ray
established the Société Anonyme, the nation’s first “experimental” museum of modern
art.
Throughout its twenty-one-year existence, the organization staged over eighty
exhibitions, introduced seventy three new artists to the American public for the first time,
authored thirty publications, created an extensive reference library, and delivered lectures
across the county.56 The sum of their efforts represented what former Yale University
Art Gallery Curator, Jennifer Gross, deemed a “tour de force campaign to bring
modernism to American and nurture international artistic exchange.”57
Although the organization boasted a leadership team consisting of Dreier as
President, Duchamp as the Head of the Exhibitions Committee, Man Ray as the first
Secretary, and Marsden Hartley as the second Secretary, and a membership of eighty six
artists, critics, museum directors, and patrons at its height in 1921, meeting minutes,
correspondence, and the reflections of members reveal that Katherine Dreier truly
embodied the force behind the Société Anonyme's every endeavor in the tour de force
campaign.58 With indefatigable energy, Dreier oversaw the day-to-day operations,
delivered the majority of the lectures, organized most of the logistics surrounding
programming and exhibitions, and executed the well-oiled network of correspondence
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among members.59 Duchamp’s chief contributions included designing the exhibition
layouts and leveraging his extensive European avant-garde social network for access to
artwork loans and to bolster the membership pool. Man Ray’s contributions consisted of
conceptualizing the organization’s name, encouraging his avant-garde coterie in the
Stieglitz and Arensberg Circles to join, and performing pranks at openings in true Dadaist
fashion.60
The Société Anyonme was radical both in championing such avant-garde art, but also
through the tactics employed to bring this art to a wider audience. The organization’s
peripatetic exhibitions and social programming likewise constituted a break with
conventional art practices in the United States. In contrast to standard American
institutions, which functioned as repositories housing artwork by deceased artists selected
and contextualized by historians, Dreier understood that a museum for living artists
stimulated the need for an unprecedented model. In the catalogue for the organization’s
magnum opus, the International Exhibition of Modern Art at the Brooklyn Museum,
Dreier explained that “the aim of the Société Anonyme is educational and to stimulate
thought and reaction in the world of art, to keep it vital and alive like a flowing stream,
not a stagnant pool.”61 She sought to further activate the art of living creators by
establishing an artist owned and operated “creative laboratory” to foster the exchange of
ideas, a supportive international network to unite artists globally who “possess a
profound desire to express their unique vision in line balance and color,” and an
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“experimental museum,” whereby people from all walks of life could learn about the
latest developments in painting and sculpture. 62
The Société Anonyme differed markedly from antecedent avant-garde exhibition
organizations by virtue of the exhibition selection process. For example, the 1884
Parisian Salon des Indépendants and 1917 Society of Independent Artists, constituted
jury-free exhibitions including unfiltered troves of conservative, dilettante, and
progressive artworks. Instead, Dreier and Duchamp hand-picked each artist, often in
consultation with other artists, based on their criteria of an independent vision and
progressive spirit over critical and commercial acclaim. The artist-centric decisionmaking process surrounding the works included, the location selected, the scenography
presented, and the juxtaposition of works in dialogue contributed to the organization’s
freedom to elicit the intended target audience to understand and appreciate modern art.
Furthermore, Société Anonyme differed from other venues exhibiting modern art
because it was a noncommercial forum. Thereby, the organization was free from the
confines of staging shows of “salable” art and could instead focus on presenting the
breadth and depth of new currents in art. As opposed to galleries who tended to exhibit
circumscribed strains of modern art, such as the Washington Square Gallery and Carroll
Gallery, which primarily exhibited French Modernists during their short life-span, the
encyclopedic presentation of all the novel currents internationally represented one of the
key merits of the organization that differentiated itself from all other museums and
dealers. German, Russian, Dutch, Hungarian, and even American modernists received
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equal promotion and inclusion in exhibitions in comparison to their more well-known
French counterparts.63
Albeit the Société Anonyme was a non-commercial organization, Dreier was acutely
aware of the importance of working closely with the commercial facets of the art world to
bolster the artists’ livelihood and secure their enduring reputation in the art historical
canon. Dreier’s entrepreneurial spirit and acumen for marketing modernism contributed
to her ability to broker relationships between artists and galleries, private collectors, and
institutions.64
Dreier, Duchamp, and Man Ray deliberately included the word “museum” in the
organization’s name to reinforce that their mission was above all, educational. In every
brochure and letter the Société Anonyme produced about the impetus and objective of the
organization, education was always highlighted as the chief raison d'être. For example,
the organization’s 1928 Quarterly Brochure sums up the mission as “the promotion of
the study in America of the progressive in art based on fundamental principles and to
render aid in conserving the vigor and vitality of the new expression of beauty in the art
of today.”65
Lectures represented one of the chief conduits through which Société Anonyme
achieved its educational aim. Dreier stated that her impetus for these lectures was to
demystify modern art to the public because a “great confusion exists in the average mind
as to what constitutes Modern Art.”66 Dreier avoided Armory’ paradigm to merely
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present radical art without context by organizing lectures alongside every exhibitions to
illuminate the layers of conceptual and aesthetic meanings.
Dreier took a bold, public-facing stance on modern art by actively bringing
exhibitions to the people as a peripatetic museum promoting the serious study through
comprehensive lecture programming, instead of passively waiting for visitors to arrive
out of the safety of a single gallery space. In 1921 alone, Dreier organized twelve
exhibitions for the Société Anonyme with accompanying lectures at a the Manhattan
Trade School for Girls, Colony Club, Miss Weir’s School of Design, The Civic Club, The
Heterodoxy Club, the residence of Mrs. Henry M. White, the Daniel Galleries, and the
Worchester Art Museum, in addition to the Société Anonyme's location in a townhouse at
19 East 47th Street.67 The fact that she lectured at a range of venues from the Colony
Club, an exclusive women’s social club whose members epitomized the pedigreed
establishment, to the Heterodoxy Club, a radical feminist organization in bohemian
Greenwich Village, to a vocational public high school, exemplifies her intentionality in
educating a diverse public. While other venues presenting progressive art, such as
Stieglitz’s 291 Gallery, a fifteen foot space only frequented by the cognoscente art world,
Katherine Dreier took a more bold, proactive approach in order to reach target audiences
across all ages and a diversity of socioeconomic classes.68
Dreier invested in lectures because she felt strongly that they played an integral role
for planting the initial seeds to pique one’s interest in vanguard art and form their
foundational understanding of modern movements, yet, it was far from the end point.
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She believed that one’s interest and appreciation for art must expand to collecting, as an
active means to support artists and personally benefit from the uplifting effects of living
with art. Her goal was to “develop in our country a genuine love which does not end in
attending lectures, but ends in the desire to own pictures. If we could develop in our
people the need to own paintings, with which they could live constantly, it would be a
great step forward.”69
The other chief tactic the Société Anonyme utilized to further their mission of
increasing the awareness and acceptance of modern art to a broad public was through
staging exhibitions. The Société Anonyme's exhibition record speaks to the expressive
and international breadth and depth of artists presented. The inaugural exhibition in 1920
featured works by Vincent Van Gogh, Joseph Stella, Georges Ribemont-Dessaignes,
James Dougherty, Morton Schamberg, Constantin Brancusi, Francis Picabia, Man Ray,
Heinrich Vogler, Juan Gris, Marcel Duchamp, and Patrick-Henry Bruce, and Jacques
Villon (Duchamp’s brother), among others.70 Most exhibitions constituted group shows
that reinforced how avant-garde artists globally approached the spirit of the age with new
forms, but solo presentations and geographic-based exhibitions for artists new to an
American public frequently appear on the exhibition record as well. For example, in
February and March 1924, Dreier organized an exhibition on behalf of the Société
Anonyme titled, Modern Russian Artists that represented the ﬁrst exhibition in New York
to introduce the Soviet avant-garde to the American public. 71
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The Société Anonyme exhibitions marked the inaugural solo shows in America for
Louis Eilshemius (1920), Wassily Kandinsky (1923), Alexander Archipenko (1921), Paul
Klee (1924), and Fernand Léger (1925) and the first American presentations for Rudolf
Bauer (1920), Kurt Schwitters (1921), Joan Miró (1926), and Piet Mondrian (1926),
among countless others. 72 This partial list exemplifies the international scope of the
Société Anonyme, as this excerpted list alone of new entrants to the American art scene
first exhibited by the organization presents artists hailing from the United States, Russia,
Ukraine, Switzerland, France, Germany and Spain.
Even the display of Société Anonyme exhibitions differed from conventions, yet
these unprecedented tactics were employed to create an atmosphere that would foster the
understanding and appreciation of modern art to a naïve audience who likely would
oppose vehemently, as they did at Armory, without the proper context. In his review of
the 1920 inaugural exhibition, The Sun and New York Herald critic, Henry McBride,
explains that the Cubist and Dada group show consisted of paintings that were “not the
kind that Academicians permit their wives and daughters to see.” His comment reveals
the danger perceived in the fractured spaces of Cubism. McBride continued to focus the
majority of his analysis on the unusual exhibition display methods. He described how
Duchamp covered the walls of the townhouse in a white oilcloth, used strips of lace paper
in lieu of frames, and blanketed the floors with gray rubber.73 The cumulative objective
was to create an aura of purity for the viewer to encounter the works, which presaged the
notion of the “white cube” that governs how most modern and contemporary galleries
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and museums present artwork today. By countering the “vice” of Cubism with the
“virtue” of lace, Duchamp mitigated the vehement reactions the exhibition of radical art
might have elicited and made the vanguard artworks seem more palatable by presenting
them within the highly gendered frame of lace, likely a reference to modern salonnieres,
such as Florene Stettheimer and Gertrude Stein, who spearheaded the presentation and
discourse surrounding progressive art in a domestic gendered setting. 74 The presentation
of artworks within a domestic townhouse setting represented an intentional tactic used to
make non-objective artwork less alien to the untrained eye. Even in the Société
Anonyme’s 1926 exhibition at the Brooklyn Museum, Dreier created vignettes of
domestic rooms within the institutional walls with furniture purchased from a middleclass Brooklyn department store, Abraham & Straus. By juxtaposing this encyclopedic
exhibition of modern art with squarely middle-class traditional furniture, such as Queen
Anne side chairs and faux-antique wooden chests, Dreier helped viewers understand how
they could assimilate modern art into their lives. 75 The unorthodox design the Société
Anonyme employed exemplifies their unwavering objective to change the discourse
surrounding modern art from spectacle to acceptable.
The magnum opus exhibition the Société Anonyme planned was unquestionably the
International Exhibition of Modern Art at the Brooklyn Museum from November 19,
1926 through Monday, January 10, 1927. Dreier organized the largest modern art
exhibition held in the United States since the 1913 Armory show, which drew
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approximately 52,000 visitors. 76 With an even more international breadth than its
antecedents, the show reinforced the encyclopedic aims of the organization by
showcasing three hundred artworks by sixty artists representing twenty-two countries.
Ruth Bonham explains that the exhibition not only eclipsed all precedents of avant-garde
art exhibitions in the country through its size and comprehensiveness, but was also
groundbreaking because it “cast modernism in an entirely new light for American
audiences” through its unprecedented “overtly polemical demonstration of the social,
spiritual, cultural and artistic benefits inherent in the modern movement.” 77
Despite Dreier’s oversight of nearly every facet of the exhibition, including the
artwork sourcing, logistical organization, marketing promotion, educational program
planning, and catalogue authorship, she possessed a penchant to down-play her tireless
efforts and instead elevate the collective mission of the organization. The Brooklyn
Museum’s formal institutional press release announcing the International Exhibition of
Modern Art lists Miss Katherine S. Dreier alone as the organizer of the exhibition on
behalf of the Société Anonyme and reveals that she delivered the lecture at the opening. 78
However, in the accompanying catalogue, for which Dreier penned, she clarified that the
exhibition was not the work of one person. Her humility informed her gratitude to her
artist friends in Europe and America for their largesse in loaning work and advising on
artists to include. She explains that the artists gave “with a generosity which only artists
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extend to each other, when the aim is art and not personal advancement.” 79 While her
selfless approach is admirable, Dreier’s consistent deemphasis of her role accounts for
why she may have been overlooked in the historical record. Fortunately, personal
correspondence and accounts from others help to reconstruct the immense impact of the
Société Anonyme’s humble leader.
Dreier organization of the exhibition’s accompanying catalogue by country
illuminated how the modern idiom was approached differently by artists born into
divergent cultural contexts, yet the revelation of cosmic truths constituted the mainstay
throughout the three hundred artworks. In the catalogue text, Dreier frequently pointed
out the formal and conceptual similarities between the artists in order to make the less
familiar artists, such as the Russians and Austrians, as understood as the French
Modernists were beginning to be. For example, in the Austrian section, the catalogue
reads, “The art of Expressionism is to awaken feeling; the art of Cubism is to awaken the
brain, and the art of Kinetismus is to awaken the eye. New feeling, new thinking, new
seeing.”80
In addition to educating and enlightening the public, one of the most significant
intangible contributions of the Société Anonyme was the sense of community and
fellowship Dreier fostered among member artists across the world. During the WWI,
interwar, and WWII years, which were rife with divisive wars, perilous rebellions, and
financial turmoil, Dreier established and maintained an international web of
correspondence among progressive artists, as she viewed them united in one mission that
surpassed the social and political tensions among their native countries. She used this
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communication network as the vehicle for artists to update each other on their practice,
well-being, location, illness, internment, and deaths.81 Her emphasis on artistic
cooperation and intellectual exchange was likely an outgrowth of her participation in the
salons of Gertrude Stein in Paris and Louise and Walter Arensberg in the United States.
Yet, the magnitude and scope of her network across borders and warzones far extended
the comfort of the salonnieres’ domestic settings. While the impact of this network is
intangible in comparison to quantifiable exhibition records and the physical collection
amassed, the encouragement this exchange provided artists to continue working during a
period of global unrest was profound.
While Duchamp’s contribution of his rolodex of avant-garde artist friends across
Europe and America helped to establish the network, it was the time and thought Dreier
invested in writing hundreds of letters and sending packages of food that made the
irrevocable impact in the artists’ lives in terms of literal survival, artistic crosspollination, and hopeful encouragement to continue pushing the boundaries of their art
practices amidst a fractured cultural landscape. Her standard signature “Faithfully
Yours” exemplifies her selfless servant-hearted approach to providing the sustenance
artists needed, from financial support, food, vitamins, or moral uplift.82 Under Dreier’s
oversight, the Société Anonyme created a living organism of a global artist community
that profoundly contributed to the vitality of modern art. 83
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Finally, one of the most enduring impacts of Dreier’s efforts on behalf of the Société
Anonyme constitutes the permanent collection of over 1,020 artworks she amassed on
behalf of the organization alongside the leadership of Duchamp and with frequent input
from other society members, which were primarily artists. In the catalogue published at
the occasion of the donation of the Société Anonyme collection in 1941 to Yale
University, Dreier explained that the guiding objective of the collection was to build the
“most complete and representative expression of various modern movements in European
and American art from 1909 to 1949, including 169 artists representing 23 countries.” 84
In retrospect, the Collection embodies a time capsule of the modern art movement that
provides a more intimate perspective on the history of modernism because of the artistcentric selection process, which differed markedly from the tightly curated objectives that
guided other private and institutional collectors, such as Alfred Barr, Louise and Walter
Arensberg, and A. E. Gallatin.”85 Dreier explains that the binding theme among the
artists constitutes their pioneering spirit and the cosmic life force imbued in their work,
not a particular aesthetic, technique, or fleeting recognition of the artist as “en vogue.” 86
Her decision to donate the collection in its entirety to Yale University, as opposed to
starting her own museum or dispersing the collection at auction, was guided by her
yearning to revitalize young people and create in them an “inner moral courage and
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discipline to be true to the best in themselves, instead of falling into the line of set
patterns.”87
The collection originated as a natural outgrowth of the organization’s activities, as the
correspondence between Dreier and artists reveals that the majority of works constituted
gifts conferred out of gratitude for the visibility or fellowship the organization provided
them or out of support for the society’s noble mission.88 When Dreier began
experiencing health issues in 1938 that precluded her ability to undertake the
organization’s typical dynamic itinerant exhibition schedule, she began to focus her
efforts on shoring up the collection as a living historical expression of modern art that
could exist in perpetuity.89 As the stagnant nature of institutions functioning as
repositories of artwork gathering dust in storage was the very tenet that the Société
Anonyme reacted against, Dreier was adamant to guarantee the continued activation of
the collection. . She included stipulations in the gift agreement imploring the University to
display the collection in lecture rooms and offices throughout the college, as she felt
strongly that students must study art by experiencing it in the flesh, not by looking at
reproductions in books and on slides. 90 In the years following the gift, the Yale
University Art Gallery has staged numerous exhibitions featuring works from the Société
Anonyme in addition to a comprehensive exhibition of the collection in 1984 with an
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accompanying catalogue. Duchamp also organized a memorial exhibition of Dreier’s
personal collection at Yale following her death in 1952. In the catalogue, Duchamp
praised his long-term accomplice as a “pioneer collector of modern art,” with “infallible
taste” and a “clairvoyant mind.”91
Drier’s legacy emanates from the foresight and courage she possessed to bolster the
exposure, appreciation, and education of the American public to progressive expressions
in art. Her efforts to advocate for international modernism were antithetical to the postWWII isolationist current, yet this did not deter her. In today’s context, where the artists
she supported are firmly cemented in the annals of art history, valorized in institutions,
and achieving the highest prices in the market, it is easy to overlook the boldness of her
actions. But an analysis of the scathing critical and public reactions to the exhibitions she
planned helps reconstruct her fearlessness.
In a 1948 lecture at Yale, Dreier reflected on the vehement reactions the Société
Anonyme received by stating “There are always people who wish to kill us off and so,
from time to time, learned or amusing books have been written as to why we are
degenerates and why we should be annihilated.” Yet, she went on to explain how the
criticism stemmed from a fundamental misunderstanding of what constitutes art and the
tendency for her detractors to possess a close-minded approach to art through intellect
alone. She explained that if her critics opened their eyes to accept that the very essence
of art is to “free the ever fluid force within man that stimulates our energies and increases
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our vision for Life” and to reflect the zeitgeist of the present moment, they too would be
able to embrace the multiple meanings of art beneath the surface of the canvas. 92
Dreier’s letters of encouragement to Société Anonyme artists reveals her acute
awareness that the lack of appreciation the organization and artists faced emanated from
how they were ahead of their time. Her correspondence also illuminates her confidence
that future curators, historians, and publics would come to see the remarkable impact that
the vanguard artists made on the cultural landscape, artistic developments, and the course
of art history. Dreier’s 1942 letter of encouragement to artist, Joseph Stella, exemplifies
her recognition of their pioneering position, as well as her bold faith in equating the
Italian-born American Futurist painter to a modern day Leonardo. She wrote:

I am still very conscious of what pioneers we all are in spite of the thirty years of
hard work, and that we were so in advance of our time that it has not alone taken
all these years for the public to catch up, but it will take even longer for them to
realize that our group is for the 20th Century what Leonardo, Michael Angelo,
Titian, etc., were for the 15th. There is no question in my mind but that with time
your pictures will have places of honor — such as you deserve, of course, now—
but I hope you will bear with the whole attitude toward Art in America a little
longer and permit them to be the missionaries which will make possible this
consciousness.93

The stature of the artists Dreier championed today reinforces her prescient eye
and prophetic knowledge about the future acceptance of the artists as canonical masters.
But while the artists she supported are firmly situated in the canon, the dearth of attention
to Dreier in the historical record is not commensurate with her magnanimous impact. One
of the chief reasons she has been overlooked can be attributed to the Société Anonyme's
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overshadowing by the attention the 1929-founded Museum of Modern Art has garnered.
Artist John Storr’s 1949 letter to Dreier reveals that the obscuration of the Société
Anonyme was apparent even early into the history of New York’s second museum of
modern art. Storrs wrote that “It has always been a sore point with me the way you and
the Société Anonyme were passed right over by the Museum of Modern Art crowd and
their steam-roller.”94
While MoMA eclipsed Société Anonyme in the eyes of the public and in the
historical record, exhibition catalogues penned by Alfred Barr, MoMA’s first Director,
and personal correspondence between Dreier and Nelson Rockefeller, a Museum trustee
from 1932 to 1979, illuminates how indebted the institution was to the paradigm Société
Anonyme first spearheaded. In a 1936 catalogue for a Cubism and Abstract Art
exhibition, Barr acknowledged Katherine Dreier prescience as the founder of the Société
Anonyme by recognizing that she brought “to this country innumerable exhibitions of
European abstract long before the Museum of Modern Art was founded.” 95 Barr’s
barrage of requests for loans from Société Anonyme and the aggressive tactics he
pursued to acquire the bequest of her personal collection at MoMA further reinforces the
renowned curator’s deference for his overlooked predecessor. Moreover, Nelson
Rockefeller’s 1953 letter to Dreier, during his tenure as MoMA President, reveals the
countless ways that MoMA looked to the Société Anonyme as a role model. Rockefeller
writes that “In 1929 when we opened our doors, the Museum of Modern Art quite
unwittingly assumed the second half of the Société Anonyme’s name. Since then, we
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have followed your lead not only in name, but in several more important ways as our
exhibitions and collections clearly show. Your foresight, imagination, courage, and
integrity have been a frequent and important example to us.” 96
While many scholars have relegated the Société Anonyme to a mere footnote in
MoMA’s origin story, this chapter forms a potent case for the reinsertion of Katherine
Dreier’s momentous impact as the President of Société Anonyme back into the historical
record. Before museums considered avant-garde contemporary art meritorious of
collecting and scholars regarded it as a legitimate field for research, Katherine Dreier’s
prescient eye discerned the imperative for modern art to be understood, appreciated,
collected, exhibited, and preserved. As the dominant apostle crusading for modern art in
the first half of the twentieth century, her tireless endeavors constitute a heroic struggle
for the freedom of expression for the modern artist. By enlightening an uneducated
public and providing the financial and moral support needed during a turbulent epoch,
which paved the way for their ultimate resting place in the annals of art history. 97
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CHAPTER 3: JULIANA FORCE
Juliana Force awakened an uninitiated American public to embrace their native
visual heritage and bolstered the careers of innumerable living American artists as the
chief orchestrator of the various iterations of Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney’s ventures: the
Whitney Studio, Whitney Studio Club, Whitney Studio Galleries, and the Whitney
Museum of Art. As a champion of progressive, unknown, and independent visionaries,
Force’s support of artists took a multiplicity of forms that all stemmed from the desire to
alleviate the personal and professional pain points of artists and increase the visibility,
understanding, and appreciation of their work.
Juliana Rieser was born into a middle-class family of German immigrants in
Bucks County, Pennsylvania in 1876. She embodied the burgeoning spirit of the
assertive, self-made, professional “New Woman,” as she ardently strove to elevate her
social and financial position by working relentlessly as a secretary for women in the
upper echelons of New York society. It was through her experience assisting Gertrude
Vanderbilt Whitney with the interior design and art curation of the Colony Club, during
her tenure as social secretary for Helen Hay Whitney, that she met the woman with whom
she would work for and with through the remainder of her life to advance their shared
mission to champion vanguard, but unmerited, artists.
Despite their disparate backgrounds, Gertrude and Juliana’s common
dissatisfaction with the orthodoxy and ambition to break the mold constituted the
underlying motivation that propelled their trusted working relationship. For Whitney,
“defending art that was not yet accredited functioned as both as a means of helping
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struggling artists and as a statement of class rebellion.”98 Whitney wielded her wealth
and social contacts to support American avant-garde artists who were rejected from the
conservative National Academy of Design. Her alignment with bohemian creatives, as a
result of establishing a studio space in seedy Greenwich Village, psychologically a world
apart from her family’s opulent Fifth Avenue mansion, as well as her preoccupation with
her sculpture practice, then considered a male discipline, were looked down upon by her
conservative family.99
Avis Berman, Force’s biographer, describes Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney as an
artist’s fairy godmother but Juliana as their “dea ex machina” who consistently “arrived
providentially to intervene in desperate situations.” 100 Gertrude supplied the financial
largesse, but she was primarily consumed with her own sculptural practice, thus leaving
Juliana to execute the day-to-day operations of her ventures. While nominally working
as Gertrude’s secretary, an analysis of her responsibilities reveals a more fitting title
would encompass an amalgamation of manager, curator, saleswoman, press agent,
ghostwriter, mouthpiece, and confidante. Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney’s granddaughter,
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Flora Miller Biddle, reflected on her grandmother and Juliana’s symbiotic working
relationship by saying, “As much as Gertrude avoided the limelight, Juliana enjoyed
it…Juliana often chose the art and artists, but Gertrude always remained there as a steady
power and financial angel.”101
Force embodied the true motive power and ingenuity behind the various iterations
of Gertrude’s eponymous galleries and artistic communities established from 1911, with
the Whitney Studio, to her death in 1948, during her Directorship of the Whitney
Museum. Forbes Watson, an art critic Juliana worked with closely through her oversight
of The Arts Magazine Gertrude financed, described her greatest merits as her “quickness,
wit, courage, great powers of improvisation, and genius for transforming an idea into an
act before the idea could be dropped.”102 The recognition from a close collaborator of her
clairvoyance, efficiency, and intrepidity helps to elucidate how Juliana made such a deep
and enduring impact in the lives of contemporary American artists.
Albeit she received no formal artistic training, Juliana Force was a shrewd and
observant learner who quickly discovered that personal relationships with artists supplied
the most fruitful education. Each of the evolving gallery, club, and museum models were
devised to target the needs of living artists and advance the appreciation and
understanding of progressive artwork. With a small, black notebook perpetually under
her arm, Juliana was always prepared to write down any issues artists were grappling
with and then conceptualize a solution to address them.103 Her desire to provide solutions
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to the issues American artists faced on an individual level fueled her ultimate objective to
foster the promotion of unmerited American artists. Her aim was not to embody a longterm crutch for artists, but to serve as a stepping-stone to help them gain the gallery
representation and critical attention needed to become self-sufficient.104
While most people would cower at the prospect of championing progressive,
contemporary artists during the early twentieth century, given the dearth of institutional
or commercial interest in their work, Juliana embraced the challenge the cultural
landscape presented as an opportunity to write history. She framed her role to “give early
recognition to new talent” as a means to “play a part in the creative processes of our
time.”105 Her recognition that artists felt stifled from the stronghold the National
Academy of Design held over the type of art that was produced in the country, due to its
stature as the chief exhibiting organization that heavily influenced institutional purse
strings, directly informed Force’s impetus for creating exhibition opportunities for artists
who were barred from the organization for pushing the boundaries of their practice
beyond the strictures of academic mimesis. In a reflection of his early encounters with
Juliana Force at the Whitney Studio Galleries, Lloyd Goodrich, who frequented the
Whitney Studio Galleries as an aspiring artist and would later serve as Curator and
Director of the Museum, remarked that:

Mrs. Force was a remarkable woman. She was a dynamic person with the most
extraordinary gift for attracting talent and brains around her, picking up ideas,
putting them into execution, a catalyst, and more than that, a doer and a fighter,
and it was a day when fighting was needed because the forces of conservatism
104
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were very heavily entrenched, and the younger artist didn't have an awful lot of
chance compared to what he has now.106
Goodrich’s emphasis on the heavily embedded conservative forces working against her
reinforces how it is imperative to view Force’s heroic actions through the lens of the
cultural context.
In contrast to Katherine Dreier, Juliana Force took an even more democratic
approach in the diversity of living artists she championed across all genres, ages, and
demographics. However eclectic the artists might appear on the surface, the binding
themes throughout constituted an independent vision and an unrecognized status. Force
and Whitney felt strongly that artists should be free to explore their creative liberties
without being beholden to ironclad conventions. The majority of maverick artists that
exhibited were not modern in the sense of non-objectivity, as the term is often used to
describe today, but were bound by an artistic credo to imbue the dynamic rhythms of
modern life into their work. For example, Gertrude and Force were early and enduring
supporters of “The Eight,” a loose artistic grouping of Robert Henri’s students who
painted gritty urban realism with gestural brushwork. A blistering review of The Eight’s
first group exhibition in Town Topics as “unadulterated artistic slop” and John Sloan’s
description of his progressive contemporary artist peers akin to “cockroaches in the
kitchen who were neither wanted, nor encouraged” in mainstream society exemplifies the
obstacles the women faced in championing artists who were met with scorn from the art
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establishment, critical discourse, and public alike. 107 While European names, such as
Rousseau, Daumier, and Cezanne, occasionally appear in the exhibition records,
American artists compromised the core constituency of club members and exhibited
artists.
An analysis of the prolific exhibition record from 1914 to 1930 reveals Juliana’s
foresight to champion artists who would come to occupy a firm position in the art
historical canon and are considered “blue chip” on the market today. Exhibition records
featuring names such as the Precisionist, Charles Sheeler; Regionalist, Thomas Hart
Benton; Social Realist, Edward Hopper; Surrealist, Alexander Calder; Post-Impressionist,
Maurice Prendergast, American Fauvist, Marguerite Zorach; Modernist, Stuart Davis;
Caricaturist, Peggy Bacon; and countless others experimenting across genres evidences
the diversity of artists supported and reflects an American artistic landscape still very
much in the process of defining itself. Inaugural solo exhibitions for John Sloan (1916),
Guy Pène du Bois (1918), Edward Hopper (1920), and Charles Sheeler (1924), among
others, played an important role in launching the careers of these now-canonical artists.
Force and Whitney took a markedly different approach to advance vanguard art in
America in comparison to Alfred Stieglitz, virtually the only other dealer exhibiting nonacademic living American artists in the first two decades of the twentieth century. Where
Force and Whitney were generous, inclusive, and democratic, Alfred Stieglitz was
egotistical, exclusive and elitist. As Berman explains, “Juliana Force and Gertrude
Vanderbilt Whitney believed in helping as many as possible, in tolerating the chaff to
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obtain the precious grain of wheat, and leaving it to history to sort things out.” 108 While
Stieglitz was fiercely loyal to his select coterie, the breadth of his impact pales in
comparison to the largesse provided by these women. Although detractors might
reproach Juliana for her embrace of an open-door policy, to the default of diluting
attention towards artists of merit, Juliana’s goal was never to micro-manage all aspects of
an artists’ career, as Stieglitz attempted. 109 By equipping artists with the visibility and
resources to launch their careers, Juliana likely saved countless artists from relinquishing
their craft due to the dearth of commercial recompense, institutional appreciation, and
corporate, government, and private support. Furthermore, the artistic cross-pollination,
art classes, and live model drawing sessions helped early-career artists develop the
mature practices that they would come to be known for today. 110
Throughout the evolving Whitney ventures, the chief tactics Julianna Force
employed to accomplish her mission included staging exhibitions, fostering community,
providing comprehensive resources, and building a collection. Each iteration of their
ventures served as a direct response to artists’ needs at that particular moment in time,
which Lloyd Goodrich highlighted in his reflection that “the whole atmosphere of the
Whitney Studio Club was built around the artist.” 111 The saga begins in 1907 when
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Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney moved her sculpture studio to a repurposed stable in
bohemian Greenwich Village and subsequently hired Juliana as her secretary and
copyeditor. The proximity to the young painters and sculptors Gertrude met through the
Arts Student League and a recognition of their struggles for visibility and sales evolved
into a series of exhibitions that Juliana helped orchestrate. 112 In 1914, Whitney
purchased the adjoining property, 8 West 8th Street and she and Juliana formalized the
exhibitions into a more public-facing venture, The Whitney Studio. The timing was
critical, as the onset of WWI compounded the hardships unrecognized struggling artists
already faced to gain recognition and sales. Gertrude was never fully embraced by her
artistic peers, who struggled to relate to her position as an exorbitantly wealthy dilettante,
therefore Juliana played a crucial role as the gate-keeper between the largesse of the
Whitney fortune and the artists whose needs they fulfilled.
In addition to providing the visibility needed for artists excluded from the
National Academy of Design exhibitions, institutional shows, and all other commercial
venues, the exhibitions frequently featured a philanthropic objective. Proceeds from the
first Whitney Studio exhibition, “Mercy for World War I,” in 1914 benefited the
American Ambulance Field Hospital in France. 113 Gertrude’s absence from the
exhibition, due to her travels in France to oversee the hospital the exhibition financed,
foreshadows how Juliana would consistently serve as the day-to-day executor of Whitney
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gallery activities. Furthermore, the make-up of this large group show, featuring work by
William Glackens, William Zorach, Arthur B. Davies, Robert Henri, George Bellows,
Guy Pène du Bois, and Walt Kuhn, among others, typifies the heterogenous nature of
Whitney exhibitions.
The exhibition record features a mixture of solo exhibitions and thematic group
shows, highlighting genres or motifs such as war and the immigrant experience in
America. A typed report of the 1915 The Immigrant in America exhibition in the
Whitney Studio Club Archives exemplifies the innovative tactics Juliana employed to
inspire creative expression and to compel viewers to attend and ultimately make
purchases. Juliana Force, listed as the curator, selected one hundred and fifty artworks
from the four hundred submissions, and then tapped a jury of eight artists to choose the
six best “artistic interpretations of the meaning of America to the artist and the immigrant
to America” for cash prizes. 114 Juliana also conceptualized an unprecedented “painting
bee” exhibition, whereby artists were given blank canvases, ample art supplies, and a
single rule: have fun. This impromptu painting tournament provided a joyful creative
challenge for participating artists, as well as a sense of comradeship among artists
independently working towards a common goal throughout the three-day-long bee. This
innovative exhibition underscores Stuart Davis’ comment that the Whitney Studio Club
was the first organization to “encourage the artist’s right to explore and investigate
outside the expected norms of picture making.” 115 Nourishing the creative spirit of
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artists, at a point in history when all the odds were stacked against them, yielded
innumerable intangible benefits for the well-being and artistic development of artists.
Because Gertrude and Juliana viewed their ventures as a launching point for
careers, success was not measured in sales alone, but also in public viewership and the
eventual self-sufficiency of artists. For example, John Sloan’s 1916 solo exhibition, his
first one-man show, failed to find any buyers. But this exhibition directly led to Sloan’s
first gallery representation by Kraushaar Galleries, a reputable dealer that contributed to
the artist’s augmented visibility and increased sales and continues to represent the artist’s
estate today.116
The most monumental exhibition Juliana orchestrated with the farthest reaching
impact was undoubtedly the 1926 traveling exhibition of thirty six recent artworks
representative of the diverse three hundred artist Whitney Studio Club membership. 117
Juliana secured month-long exhibitions at five prominent institutions across the country:
the Minneapolis Institute of Art; San Francisco’s California Palace Legion of Honor, the
Denver Art Museum, the New Orleans Arts and Crafts Club, and Harvard University’s
Fogg Art Museum. This exhibition not only validated the vanguard artists whose work
would otherwise never see the light of day in an institutional setting, but also increased
the visibility of the artists’ work on a national scale. Juliana’s thoughtful letters to each
artist, updating them with press clippings and sales records, and to each buyer, to express
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her gratitude and provide greater context about the artist’s work they acquired, reinforces
her genuine investment in the career development and livelihood of each artist. 118 Sales
records indicate that works were sold in every location, thereby works entered private
collections across the country. 119
Juliana employed innovative exhibition design techniques to present a visual case
for how to assimilate progressive artwork into viewers’ lives. In reaction to the imposing
atmosphere that most uptown galleries and institutions connoted, Force chose to display
the works in the context of a modern domestic interior, featuring pastel painted walls,
colorful rugs, furniture, and decorative objects. In her article analyzing the design of
modern art exhibition spaces from a gendered lens, Hirschhorn Museum of Art Curator,
Evelyn Hankins, criticizes the setting for subverting the stature of the Whitney ventures
and artists. She argues that MoMA’s ability to eschew any feminine connotations that
could be associated to the museum due to its founding by three women; Abby Aldrich
Rockefeller, Lizzie P. Bliss, and Mary Sullivan; by effacing the decorative domestic
elements of the 54th Street townhouse with white monk-cloth directly effectuated its
ability to “establish itself as the modern authority, capable of delineating the canon of
Modern Art.”120 Albeit Hankins asserts that the domesticized setting undermined the
authority of the Whitney galleries and eventually the museum by presenting artwork as
“objects selected by a woman and consumed in the home,” I contend that it contributed
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their ability to make a compelling case for the public to become at home with American
art.121
By 1918, Juliana and Gertrude’s ruminations about how best to serve uncredited,
vanguard artists led to the decision to formalize the artistic fellowship unique to their
venture by establishing the Whitney Studio Club. In addition to exhibitions, the Club
also offered its artist members studio space, art classes, and live model drawing sessions,
each of which represented hefty fees for an artist to undertake independently. The Club’s
interior layout reflects how Juliana and Gertrude strived to advance both the practices of
artists; through studios, exhibition space, and a reference library; as well as provide a
respite and social gathering place encouraging cross-pollination in the social rooms of the
library, billiard room, and on the squash court. 122 In addition to providing financial
support for artists through advances, which Gertrude bankrolled and Juliana vetted, they
also purchased at least one work from each exhibition for the burgeoning collection and
helped artists secure supplementary jobs in the art industry or in positions working for
Gertrude’s monied acquaintances.123
The issue artists faced of an inconsistent stream of income prompted Juliana to
devise a commercial space for watercolors, prints, and works on paper priced at
accessible levels of five to twenty five dollars with no commission. 124 Additionally, she
commissioned George Miller, a renowned printmaker, to teach classes with his
lithography press allowing artists to expand their practice and create multiples sold at
more affordable prices with less effort per work. In the catalogue raisonné of prints by
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Yasuo Kuniyoshi, Richard A. Davis credits these classes with instigating Kuniyoshi’s
period of intense concentration with the medium, which resulted in many acclaimed
prints now in the collections of the Museum of Modern Art and the Whitney, as well as
irrevocably transforming the tonal relationships in his paintings throughout the remainder
of his career.125
A decade after the Whitney Studio Club founding, Juliana and Gertrude decided
to shut down operations, as they felt the venture had fulfilled its purpose. In the formal
press announcement Juliana penned to announce the Whitney Studio Club disbanding,
she explained that the decision emanated from the transformed cultural landscape that the
Whitney Studio Club had effectuated. Juliana described the reduced academic restraint
and the altered perspectives of the public and dealers alike to embrace young, liberal
contemporary American artists, many of which exhibited for the first time at the Club
when no one else would show their work. She concluded by saying that “The Club,
which now consists of four hundred members, is proud to have played its part in bringing
about this invigorating change.”126 As the motive force, brains, and work horse behind
the venture, Juliana downplays her role and instead frames it as a triumph on the part of
the artists. Her selfless humility informs her comment that “the liberal artists have won
the battle which they fought so valiantly.”127
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With their objective to transform the critical reception, public appreciation, and
commercial embrace of younger independents complete, Gertrude and Juliana’s
ruminations about how to best serve artists shifted to a desire to enact change on the
institutional level and activate the collection they had amassed over the course of
fourteen years. One of the chief means of supporting artists throughout the various
iterations constituted the building up of a collection. In light of Juliana’s proclivity to
buy a minimum of one work at every exhibition and as a natural outgrowth of the
extensive exhibition schedule, Gertrude’s collection consisted of more than six hundred
artworks by 1929. As evidence of her behind-the-scenes work on behalf of Gertrude,
Juliana had purchased approximately four hundred and eighty of these works in
Gertrude’s name. 128 Furthermore, Juliana represented Gertrude at the meeting with the
Metropolitan Museum of Art Director, Dr. Edward Robinson, to discuss Gertrude’s
intentions to donate the collection in its entirety along with a five million dollar
endowment for a new American wing. However, the progressive and native nature of the
collection prompted the Metropolitan Director, whose interest lied in classical
archaeology, to flatly decline the gift. 129 Over the course of a debriefing lunch with
Gertrude and Forbes Watson, the three quickly concocted the idea to establish their own
institution, The Whitney Museum of American Art, to preserve and advance the
collection with an unprecedented artist-centric model, just as all the prior iterations of the
Whitney ventures had displayed. 130 Forbes Watson later recalled that amidst the
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excitement for the novel experiment, Gertrude only paused once to confirm with Juliana:
“Either you’ll be Director or we won’t do it.”131
Juliana’s tireless efforts behind the Whitney name are evidenced by the fact that
she personally built up the majority of the collection, met with the Metropolitan Director
to discuss the gift, embodied the ultimate leader of the Museum in Gertrude’s eyes, and
wrote the Press Release to announce the opening. In the January 1930 press release,
Juliana wrote:
Ever since museums were invented, contemporary liberal artists have had
difficulty in 'crashing the gate.' Museums have had the habit of waiting until a
painter or sculptor had acquired a certain official recognition before they would
accept his work within their sacred portals. Exactly the contrary practice will be
carried on in the Whitney Museum of American Art. A vigorous campaign of
acquisition in the effort to discover fresh talents and to stimulate the creative spirit
of the artist before it has been deadened by old age is perhaps the chief object. 132

It is important to reflect on the radicality of establishing a museum of national art with an
unorthodox artist-centric operating structure in the midst of a crippling Depression. The
unprecedented operating structure further reinforces Juliana’s influence. With artists as
advisors, in lieu of any trustees, and a no-gift policy, freeing the museum’s hands from
being beholden to others, Juliana had full autonomy to run the institution as she saw fit.
An analysis of press articles, exhibition catalogues, personal correspondence, and
memoirs from artists, curators, museum directors, and collectors reveals that Juliana
Force’s vision, verve, and work ethic were acknowledged and respected during her
lifetime. In 1917, an Arts & Decoration columnist wrote that Juliana “directs art
destinies” while a 1919 article in The Touchstone, an American Art Student Magazine,
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described how it was the atmosphere Force cultivated of respect for the artist and
hospitality towards the visitor that differentiated it from all other arts venues. The author
pointed to Mrs. Force’s “air of friendliness, good comradeship, appreciation of art, and
what is even rarer-an enthusiasm for the artist” that “creates a flavor of interest and hope
that is seldom brought together in any art exhibition in New York.”133
So how did it come to be that by 1966, when the museum’s move uptown to the
Breuer building eliciting extensive press coverage reflecting on the evolution and
founding of the institution, Juliana’s name was already absent from the historical record
and has become even more obscured in the ensuing years? While much ink has been
spilled to preserve the posthumous durability of artists’ reputation, this preservation is
less common with patrons and even less with art industry workers. While many of
Juliana’s efforts were done behind the Whitney name and financed by the Whitney and
Vanderbilt fortunes, it is clear that Juliana’s redoubtable courage, visionary eye, and
tireless innovative efforts to advance the careers and reception of progressive American
artists warrants a reappraisal.
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CONCLUSION:
Katherine Dreier and Juliana Force played an invaluable role in advancing the
education, appreciation, and integration of modern art in America. Their enduring impact
on American culture, especially in light of the obstacles they overcame as females
championing radical modern art in a tumultuous epoch, unquestionably merits a
reappraisal in the art historical discourse. As two case studies, they represent countless
female cultural promoters whose legacies are still unsung. It is my objective to provoke a
movement to unearth and illuminate their stories and reinsert their narratives in their
rightful place in the annals of art history. Furthermore, I firmly believe to move forward
as a society, we must first look back to the pioneers who came before us. Looking to
Katherine Dreier and Juliana Force as role models will prove fruitful for those seeking to
effect cultural, critical, and institutional change with a pro-artist approach to meet the
ever changing needs of artists in our current climate of constant flux.
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